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10' Flag Pole Set
Assembly Instructions

3 Inserts are supplied,
to be used at bottom
of Posts 1,2 & 3.

Flag Pole:

Bottom flag attachment
< Post 1 - Top
Post
30" long
2

small hole
2" down,
with insert

<Slide parts together as shown at far left.
It is important that the correct sequence
is followed for pole assembly.

Ground Socket Installation:

3' x 5' flag

IMPORTANT!
1. Create a PILOT HOLE!
(1" in diameter
by 10-12" deep)

Post 3

2.

< Post 2
2nd from Top
30" long
small hole
8" down,
with insert

Simply put
post 3 at top,
then use posts
1 and 2 to hold
the flag.

3.

Flag
attachment
hardware:

Take care that
flag doesn’t
touch ground
or shrubs.

4 "S" Hooks

Post 1
2 "C" Eyelets

Post 2

< Post 4
Bottom
30" long
no hole,
no insert

Post 3 to Top

NOTE:
HALF-STAFF
USAGE:

< Post 3
3rd from Top
30" long
no hole,
with insert

Flag Pole Posts and Inserts may be shipped separately,
requiring insert-to-pole assembly:

Position socket over the pilot hole
and push halfway down.

< Post 1 - Top
30" long
small hole
2" down

4. Hammer down until socket top

is level with surface.
Slide flag pole into socket.
Remove for easy mowing.

Important!
To Avoid damage to Ground Socket!
Do not use a hammer without wooden
block (i.e.: 2 x 4).
Use a rubber mallet if available.
Never use the pole to hammer socket
into hole!
Always make a pilot hole to assure
that the soil is clear of rocks!

Spade

Please take down
flag pole in winds
of 25 mph or more.

< Smooth endremains
exposed

Push serrated end of
insert into post as
shown. You may
need to exert some
force. Be sure to do
this on a non-slip
surface.

Post

Insert

Test for straightness by
inserting flag pole section.

Ground Socket
Relocation Tips:

Caution:

< Serrated endgoes into bottom
of each post

Should the need arise
to relocate your flag,
remove pole and dig
6-8” deep and 4 inches
around the socket.

Dig Gently
as you
approach
shaft!
Socket
4"

6-8"

This will allow for an
easier pullout.

< Ground
Socket

Quality Yard Products

Caution:
Do NOT
push insert
into top
of post 1
& post 2

< Post 2
2nd from Top
30" long
small hole
8" down

< Post 3
3rd from Top
30" long
no hole

< Post 4
Bottom
30" long
no hole
This goes
into ground
socket.

These
2 posts are
< interchangeable >

